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What is DRUPAL?? 
Drupal is a free and open-source content management framework 
written in PHP and distributed under the General Public License (GNU). 
Drupal provides a back-end framework for at least 2.3% of all websites 
worldwide ranging from personal blogs to corporate, political, and 
government sites. The standard release of Drupal, known as Drupal 
core, contains basic features common to content-management systems. 
These include user account registration and maintenance, menu 
management, RSS feeds, taxonomy, page layout customization, and 
system administration. The Drupal core installation can serve as a 
simple website, an Internet forum, or a community website providing for 
user-generated content. 

Although Drupal offers a sophisticated API for developers, basic Web-
site installation and administration of the framework require no 
programming skills because of which the user with minimal knowledge of 
coding can build a website with Drupal. Drupal runs on any computing 
platform that supports both a web server capable of running PHP and a 
database to store content and configuration. Drupal is a content 
management software. It's used to make many of the websites and 
applications you use every day. But what sets it apart is its flexibility; 
modularity is one of its core principles. Its tools help you build the 
versatile, structured content that dynamic web experiences need. 

 



MIGRATION 

 

We use the word "migration" as a term for any process that seeks to 
take data from some source to the current Drupal 8 site and use it to 
automatically create nodes, users, configuration, and any other 
component of our site. In short, automating what might otherwise be a 
tedious job of copying and pasting. 
Drupal 8 brings a new migration system into Drupal core, with the goal of 
making it easier to import data from a variety of sources. The migrate 
system is both a framework designed to facilitate writing custom 
migrations, and an implementation of that framework aimed at Drupal-to-
Drupal migrations. 
  
The migration system makes it possible to pull content into Drupal from 
just about anywhere. The core API supports extraction from any SQL 
data source, including previous versions of Drupal. Contributed Modules 
extend this system to support other data types like CSV or JSON, as 
well as other platforms like WordPress. 
Some of the existing data sources include: 

 MySQL 
 Previous versions of Drupal 
 CSV 
 JSON,  
 XML 
 Etc. 

Some of the things we can create with a migration include: 

Content (nodes, taxonomy, any generic entity) including any 
attached files and images 
Content types 
User accounts 
Roles and permissions 
Simple configuration like the site name 
Complex configuration like image styles 
 
 
 
 



The E-T-L process (Extract-Transform-Load) 
  

 
 

STEPS TO PERFORM THE MIGRATION. 
 

 

 

 

 



MODULES 

 

A module is a set of PHP, JavaScript, and/or CSS files that extends site 
features and adds functionality. We can turn the features and 
functionality on by installing the module, and we can turn it off by 
uninstalling the module; before uninstalling, you may need to remove 
data and configuration related to the feature or functionality. Each 
module that is installed adds to the time needed to generate pages on 
your site, so it is a good idea to uninstall modules that are not needed. 

Modules needed for Migration 

Drupal 8 core Migrate module implements the general-purpose 
framework. 
Drupal 8 core Migrate Drupal module builds on that foundation to 
provide an upgrade path from Drupal 6 and Drupal 7 to Drupal 8. 

The contributed Migrate Source CSV module provides capabilities 
for migrating data to Drupal 8 from a simple CSV file. 
 
The Migrate_plus project provides extensions to core migration 
framework functionality, as well as examples. 
 
The Migrate Tools module provides tools for running and 
managing Drupal 8 migrations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 



Custom Module 
 
->create a new folder [module name] here, hello_world in 
Drupal/modules and inside that create 
src/plugin/migrate/process/hello_world.info.yml 
 

 
 
after creating it go to Drupal UI->extend->install new module-
>hello_world. Check the box shown. 
 

 
 
 
Custom modules are required when we make custom 
source/process plugins (in our project we had made Explode Array 
plugin for use). 

 

 

 



 

VIEWS 

The views module allows administrators and site designers to create, 
manage, and display lists of content. Each list managed by the views 
module is known as a "view", and the output of a view is known as a 
"display". Displays are provided in either block or page form, and a 
single view may have multiple displays. Optional navigation aids, 
including a system path and menu item, can be set for each page-based 
display of a view. By default, views may be created that list content 
(a Node view type), content revisions (a Node revisions view type) or 
users (a User view type). A view may be restricted to members of 
specific user roles, and may be added, edited or deleted at the views 
administration page. Examples of views are: - 
 
 

 

 

 



CSV 

A CSV File is a Comma Separated File used to store data in a tabular 
format. It is an extension of a file, which may initially be in txt format or 
even xlsx format or any other format. The first line of a CSV File 
represents the header fields of the data we want to migrate. Below 
mentioned is a sample of a CSV File: 
 

 
 
Here, the header fields are ‘id’, ‘title’ and ‘body’. This CSV File contains 
3 sets of data. 
 

The csv for above mentioned content type one is given below. We can 
get this by going to views ->data->export as csv file. 

 

 

The csv for above mentioned content type two is given below. 

 

 

 



 

YML 

 

A YML file is a specific type of file, which is an extension to the YAML 
file, but the Drupal adds some extra information to it (by using some 
more key-value pairs) to make it more elaborative. 
 

 Below mentioned is a brief description of all the key-value pairs used in 
this yml: 
 

 ‘id’:  This key maps to the migration id. Please note that migration 
id for all migrations  have to be all distinct. As otherwise, the 
system will throw an error. For each unique migration id, Drupal 
assigns a unique uuid to each migration. 

 ‘label’: A label is simply assigned to a migration, so that the user 
can identify this migration from UI. This may be the same for 
different migration ids. 

 ‘migration group’: By default, there is a migration group named 
‘default’, which will contain all of your migrations. But we can make 
your custom migration group and use it for specific migration. In 
such cases, we have to write the exact machine name for this key-
value pair. 
 

 
The later section of the yml is further divided into 3 categories:  
 

1. Source 
2. Process 
3. Destination 

 
Here is a brief about all the 3 subsections and the associated terms: 
 

 Source 
 
This subsection contains information about the source of the data from 
where the data has to be migrated.  
 

1. ‘plugin’: In this case this key is mapped to ‘csv’, as we will be 
extracting the data from a CSV file. It could also be set to 
‘embedded data’, in which we simply mention all of the data to be 
migrated in the yml itself. 

2. ‘path’: This contains the absolute path of the CSV file. 



3. ‘delimiter’: This contains a specific character (generally ‘,’), which 
is used to help distinguish Drupal between 2 adjacent fields. 

4. ‘enclosure’: An enclosure is set to ‘”’ (double quotes), so that it by 
default encloses all the values mentioned in the CSV with double 
quotes. It can’t be set to single quotes (Drupal throws an error). 

5. ‘header_offset’: This key is mostly set to 0, as this describes the 
gap between the 1st line and the line containing the header fields 
in the CSV file. 

6. ‘ids’: The above mentioned syntax for this key has to be followed 
consistently, as it makes an array of all the data sets mentioned in 
the CSV and processes them one-by-one. 

 
 Process 

 
This subsection maps the data of the header fields to the corresponding 
destinations(fields) in your project. Thus, the name of each header field 
of the CSV file is mapped to the corresponding machine name of the 
field where the data is supposed to be injected.  
 

 Destination 
 
This part of the YAML does not consist much but generally a ‘plugin: 
entity’ which is set to ‘node’ for a content type. This is so, because all the 
migrations aimed at importing data for a content type are inserted in new 
‘nodes. This key can also be set to ‘user’ for user migration. 
 
For image and file importing, we have to install a separate module 
‘Migrate Files (extended)’. This 
https://www.drupal.org/project/migrate_file contains essential information 
about this module. The below mentioned YAML is a sample of the one 
used for image and file import. 
 

 



 

For multiple image migration plugins required are explode_array( custom 
plugin ), sub-process plugin, Concat plugin , file-import plugin. 

 

Below is the complete yml for the very first example of content type one 
migration whose view and csv is mentioned above: 

 

 

 



 



 

Perform Migration. 

 Install fresh Drupal 8 site 
 Create content type with fields given in csv 
 go to ->structure -> migration -> create migration group -> name it 

default. 
 go to -> configuration ->configuration synchronisation -> import -> 

single import-> paste the migration -> submit. 
 go to structures -> migration -> default -> select migration id -> 

import. 
 The content type will be filled with contents present in the csv file. 
 If due to some fault migration does not take place rollback, delete, 

reset and then import again. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PLUGINS 

 

Plugins are small pieces of functionality that are swappable. Plugins that 
perform similar functionality are of the same plugin type. 
Drupal contains many different plugins, of different types. For example, 
'Field widget' is a plugin type, and each different field widget type is a 
plugin. The admin user may select from the list of field widget plugins to 
set the widget that a field uses. 

The D8 plugin system provides a set of guidelines and reusable code 
components to allow developers to expose pluggable components within 
their code and (as needed) support managing these components 
through the user interface. 

Plugins are defined by modules: a module may provide plugins of 
different types, and different modules may provide their own plugins of a 
particular type. 

Some modules which we have used in our yml are: 

Sub-process Plugin: 
 
This plugin is very essential when you want to import multiple data in a 
specific multi-value field in a content type. Enabling this plugin iterates 
over all the data of a specific field and migrates them one-by-one. 
 
Explode Plugin: 
 
This plugin is again important for importing data in a multi-value field. 
This plugin creates an array of strings by splitting the source parameter 
on boundaries formed by the delimiter. 
 
Concat Plugin: 
 
The function of this plugin is to concatenate strings which previously 
have been separated (for example, used to obtain a path of source of file 
by forming a connected string of directories and subdirectories). 
 

 

 

 



COMPOSER 

 

 
Composer is a dependency manager for PHP. Drupal core uses 
Composer to manage core dependencies like Symfony components and 
Guzzle. 
There are many benefits to using Composer. In short, it allows us to 
systematically manage a sprawling list of dependencies (and their 
subsidiary dependencies). It assists with locating, downloading, 
validating, and loading said packages, all while ensuring that exactly the 
right versions for each package are used. 

Some modules such as the migrate_source_csv module has some 
dependencies which needs to be installed composer. Run command  

Composer require “Drupal/migrate_source_csv” from the root directory 
of Drupal site from terminal. 

Install composer from https://getcomposer.org/Composer-Setup.exe and 
run the installer. 
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